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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we explore the motivations for, and 
practicalities of, incorporating ‘implications for adoption’ 
into HCI research practice. Implications for adoption are 
speculations which may be used in research projects to 
scrutinize and explore the implications and requirements 
associated with a technology’s potential adoption in the 
future. There is a rich tradition within the HCI community 
of implementing, demonstrating, and testing new 
interactions or technologies by building prototypes. User-
centered design methods help us to develop prototypes to 
and move toward designs that are validated, efficient, and 
rewarding to use. However, these studies rarely shift their 
temporal focus to consider, in any significant detail, what it 
would mean for a technology to exist beyond its 
prototypical implementation, in other words how these 
prototypes might ultimately be adopted. Given the CHI 
community’s increasing interest in technology-related 
human and social effects, the lack of attention paid to 
adoption represents a significant and relevant gap in current 
practices. It is this gap that the paper addresses and in doing 
so offers three contributions: (1) exploring and unpacking 
different notions of adoption from varying disciplinary 
perspectives; (2) discussing why considering adoption is 
relevant and useful, specifically in HCI research; (3) 
discussing methods for addressing this need, specifically 
design fiction, and understanding how utilizing these 
methods may provide researchers with means to better 
understand the myriad of nuanced, situated, and 
technologically-mediated relationships that innovative 
designs facilitate.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The motivation that led us to create this paper came from a 
very specific requirement: as part of a long-term research 
project it was necessary to develop a framework for 
working with the concept of ‘adoption’ in the context of 
technological research and development. As regular 
contributors to the CHI conference, and being well-aware 
of the huge breadth of perspectives on emerging technology 
in that community, we were immediately drawn to the 
corpus of HCI literature to begin our inquiry. Our initial 
literature search, specifically within SIGCHI conferences, 
yielded surprisingly few articles of relevance from the field. 
In one of the few articles we located that directly addresses 
adoption in a HCI context, a salient question was raised by 
Chilana et al. They ask whether doing “good science” will 
help us pass on what we discover in our research to users or 
consumers, or alternatively, is adoption beyond the scope of 
what we should be concerned with? “In short”, they ask, 
“must we care?” [17].  

Whilst Chilana et al. raise the question several times, they 
do not offer any concrete answers as to whether we (HCI 
researchers) should care about the potential future adoption 
of the interfaces and technologies we are researching. 
However, our argument is that we should care about 
adoption, an assertion naturally accompanied by 
questioning why should this be the case. By attempting to 
provide answers to these questions, we establish a 
motivation for researchers to consider potential future 
adoption of the technologies and prototypes they are 
working with. Once this motivation is established we 
describe how design fiction, among other methods, is well 
suited tool for incorporating ‘implications for adoption’ into 
research projects.  

The paper is structured as follows, broadly fitting into three 
sections. First we review a range of literature from several 
disciplines in order to showcase the diversity of research 
relevant to the core idea being discussed (the potential 
adoption of emerging technology). The review’s purpose is 
to explore a series of different logics for considering any 
technology’s potential future adoption. In the second 
section, we focus on HCI literature in order to make the 
case as to why potential future adoption is of particular 
relevance and importance to HCI. At this point we will 
have established that speculating about adoption could be a 
useful endeavor, and also forwarded specific HCI-centric 
reasons for why this is the case. In the final section of the 
paper we describe and discuss strategies for how 
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researchers may apply the ideas presented in this paper to 
their work, and discuss possible trajectories for further 
research in this area. 

YOU SAY POTATO, I SAY POTAHTO 
Disciplinary boundaries pervade academic endeavors, but 
HCI in particular sits at a disciplinary confluence [8,62]. 
Because of this positioning, different terms for similar 
phenomena or similar terms for differing phenomena, are 
commonplace. Therefore, it is useful to introduce and 
explore a few differing disciplinary perspectives and 
terminologies for concepts related to adoption of emerging 
technologies. It would be impossible to review each of 
these areas exhaustively and instead this section aims to 
make clear the breadth of existing perspectives on adoption 
and also introduce those perspectives which later on in the 
paper directly support the proposition that we conclude 
with; the incorporation of implications for adoption within 
research projects. Clarifying the diversity of perspectives 
serves two purposes. While it is important to simply 
acknowledge that these ways of looking at adoption exist, 
more significantly in terms of the paper’s argumentation it 
is important that we demonstrate the gap in existing 
practices. By making the nature of this gap clear, the 
proposal to include implications for adoption in HCI 
research projects, is explicated with as much context and 
clarity as is possible. The first area we review concerns 
moving technology research out of academic environments 
and towards commercialization. 

The practice of developing not-for-profit research so that it 
can be commercially exploited is an area of interest and 
study that was formerly referred to as ‘technology transfer’ 
but in modern terms is usually referred to as ‘technology 
exchange’. This could involve a research organization 
imparting to a commercial organization a prototype to be 
refined and marketed, an idea that can be developed into a 
new product, an idea that can improve an existing product, 
an idea to help mitigate failure for an in-progress project, or 
practices that make operations more efficient [32]. The 
defining factor in such activities is the bipartite relationship: 
there is always a research entity and a commercial entity 
that are required to work together [36]. The change in 
terminology, from transfer to exchange, reflects the 
realization that the relationship between the two entities is 
rarely one direction or linear, and requires knowledge to 
flow back and forth between partners, and envisioning it as 
a simple one-way flow can be harmful. Chilana et al pose a 
series of intriguing questions in their CHI paper that studies 
the transfer of technology from a University research 
project into a startup company. With awareness that HCI 
research is usually assessed in terms of feasibility, novelty, 
and generalizability, and noting that “many researchers 
believe in making research contributions for the sake of 
advancing knowledge alone”, they ponder “Even if 
commercialization is not the eventual goal, a focus on 
adoption might still be helpful for reflecting on design 
choices and research questions” [17]. One intention of this 

paper is to reconcile these two perspectives (the first being 
that research is done for the sake of knowledge alone, the 
second being that considering adoption may help reflect on 
design and research questions) and in doing so pose a 
rhetorical argument that exploring the potential adoption of 
an emerging technology, may, in itself, contribute to the 
advancement of knowledge and help to refine design and 
research questions. While studies of efficient technology 
exchange may offer some insights that are eventually 
applicable to adoption, for the most part the research in this 
area is about relationships between people. Foley points out 
“People, not papers, transfer technology” and that “fully 
understanding the product development cycle, 
academicians, will gain a more realistic view of their roles 
in the process” [32]. Both sentiments are indicative of how 
technology exchange does not, in isolation, explore or 
research how a particular technology may be adopted, or 
what the implications of its adoption may be. Rather studies 
in this area explore how to cushion the blows of this 
“contact sport” [32], or how to manage the exchange 
process. There is an implicit assumption that if the 
exchange is done well, then adoption ‘should happen’, but 
little effort to explore what that adoption’s impact might be. 

Another school of thought when considering adoption, 
prevalent in studies of Management Science and 
Information Systems, is the Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM). TAM extends the Theory of Reasoned Action, an 
idea grounded in social psychology [31], which quantifies 
and balances various factors related to potential users of a 
system (e.g. their beliefs, attitudes, and intentions). 
Although primarily studied and applied in workplace 
settings, and hence its ‘home’ disciplines being 
management-centric, TAM frequently extends sideward 
into marketing studies [46]. Aiming to understand how the 
factors integral to the Theory of Reasoned Action interact 
vis-à-vis technologies in the workplace, TAM looks at the 
relationship between perceived usefulness, ease of use, and 
how these may impact potential future usage of a yet-to-be-
implemented technology system. TAM attempts to provide 
managers with an opportunity to intervene and improve a 
system before it is implemented, thus avoiding the costly 
pitfalls of developing or implementing a system that either 
is not useful, or will not be accepted by users [23]. 

Although widely used, TAM is not without shortcomings. 
For example recent research suggests that constant 
reformulation of the model, which is necessary to keep pace 
with technological progress, has left TAM, and its many 
decedents, in a state confusion [6]. The original research 
proposing the model has significant empirical support, 
which has been successfully replicated, however neither the 
original model nor the replications successfully take 
account of a number of phenomena that are very likely 
relevant to conclusions based on the model: “It may be that 
a variety of factors, such as user experience, type or 
sophistication of system use, or other task and user 
characteristics may mediate the relationship between ease 



 

 

of use and usage” [1]. Hence, while it is accepted as a 
useful tool, and bootstrapped by strong empirical 
foundation, TAM is not a definitive approach for 
understanding a system’s potential for acceptance. As 
Segars and Grover point out with regards to ease of use and 
usefulness, central to any prediction based on TAM, “no 
absolute measures for these constructs exist across varying 
technological and organizational contexts”, going on to hint 
at why this may be the case they add “it seems plausible that 
both task and user characteristics alter the nature and 
important perceptions that explain technology use” [68]. 
Legris et al also note that empirically TAM can be shown to 
be effective in certain contexts, but that most of the data 
that form the empirical base for the model come from 
artificially sterile environments, for example based largely 
on students, self-reported data, and a narrow scope of 
contexts and technology types [44]. When the true 
complexities socio-technical relationships are taken into 
account TAM’s ability to present meaningful views into the 
future is drastically reduced. TAM’s focus is on whether a 
system can be used, and sidelines the potential implications 
for its use. Hence while it is relevant to our inquiry into 
adoption, it seems that TAM-derived answers are 
constrained to a relatively tightly scoped set of questions. 

The anthropologist Lucy Suchman’s concept of ‘situated 
action’ describes a complex and mutually interdependent 
assemblage of action, context, social and technological 
factors [75]. It is this type of complexity that approaches 
such as TAM struggle to meaningfully account for, hence 
we turn to the social sciences for more nuanced 
perspectives on these factors. The diverse variety among 
the sites of inquiry that social scientists draw upon is in 
stark contrast to the relatively concise domains of inquiry 
that studies of technology exchange and TAM frequent. 
Technology exchange is limited to commercializing 
research-backed technologies – which naturally limits 
which technologies (i.e. those that have a potential market) 
and which organizations studies of transfer are relevant to. 
Meanwhile TAM tries to ensure new systems will be 
seamlessly incorporated into businesses (usually large 
corporations) at minimal cost and without resistance from 
the workers. In contrast, social studies of technology 
observe a vast range of different users, environments and 
technologies and these are used to form theories that are 
relevant to a multitude of complex questions (e.g. how 
innovations are anticipated, transferred, accepted, adopted, 
and domesticated) [57]. In the following we offer an 
overview of some of these ideas and approaches from the 
social sciences that are relevant to the notion of adoption. 

The social construction of technology (SCOT) was the first 
step toward superseding an outdated view that cast users as 
inert entities in their relationship with technology. Moving 
beyond the view that users are simply consumers of 
technology, Pinch and Bijker explore the notion of 
‘interpretive flexibility’ in order to develop their 
perspective on SCOT. Interpretive flexibility can be 

reduced to the idea that an emerging technology can be 
interpreted differently by different social groups. A famous 
example is the pneumatic bicycle tire, a cutting edge 
technology of the 1890s. Before the technology was 
adopted, engineers developed their own perspectives on 
what pneumatic tires could be for: as a means to reduce 
vibration, as a way to increase speed, to increase comfort, 
while skeptics suggested that they were dangerous, prone to 
deflation, and ugly [61]. The bicycle study is just one of 
many such examples, usually looking back at technologies 
that have been adopted. They tend to point to patterns of 
changes as more people are exposed to, and begin to use, 
new technologies. Firsthand practical knowledge amasses, 
consensus emerges, and diversity of opinion about the 
technology’s possible applications and meanings, reduces. 
In other words, adoption causes the interpretive flexibility 
to decrease, and as a result a socially constructed 
understanding of the technology stabilizes. An interesting 
facet of this process is that often the stabilized ‘meaning’ of 
the technology as it has been socially constructed is quite 
different to the original purpose [60]. Although early SCOT 
studies focused on how early adopters shaped the meaning 
of the technologies, later studies showed that in some 
circumstances users are able to reconstruct apparently 
stable technologies too [40].  

In addition to SCOT there are a whole host of other 
sociologies which may be used to shed light on the adoption 
of technology. While the multitude of differing perspectives 
can be useful, they also highlight the lack of any cohesive 
or unifying theory. Woolgar describes users as ‘readers’ 
(inferring that technologies may be considered as text) and 
uses this as a means to understand any given device or 
machine’s interpretive flexibility [80:60]. He describes how 
machines ‘configure’ their users with meaning that is 
‘encoded’ within the designs. For some scholars this 
formulation appears one-dimensional and neglects the 
‘decoding’ process: any reader of a novel, after all, has the 
agency to interpret the text on the page [51]. Hence we can 
say that while designers encode meaning which configures 
users, users themselves have the potential to influence 
designers (this is somewhat similar to Buchanan’s argument 
about design itself being rhetoric [14]), designers, then, re-
encode new meanings into their designs, which of course 
are intended to be adopted by users and hence the cycle 
repeats. Akrich employs a similar metaphor, this time 
describing a given technology’s relationship with potential 
users it in the same terms that an actor relates to a film 
script [2]. Just as actors interpret a script they are 
performing, users of a technology interpret the technology. 
While both film actors and technology users are 
unavoidably influenced by what the script writer put on the 
page (or the designer designed), they also have the ability to 
enact the script (or the technology) in their style. “We have 
to go back and forth continually between the designer and 
the user, between the designer’s envisioned users and the 
real users, between the world inscribed in the object and the 



 

 

world described by its displacement” [2]. Acknowledging 
this cyclical and reciprocal relationship between entities in 
technology adoption is echoed by domestication theory too. 
Domestication theory, which although called a theory is 
primarily an analytical model, describes how technologies 
are integrated into everyday life, users and contexts adapt to 
the new condition (as modified by the technology), these 
adaptations are then folded back into the innovation cycle. 
Rooted in studies of technology in household settings, the 
theory has since been applied outside the home too, but 
introduces its own terminology and style [70]. Actor 
network theory, media and cultural studies, feminist 
perspectives – to name a few – offer their own nuanced 
accounts of how technology and people collide, and how 
those collisions sometimes result in widespread adoption of 
the technologies [57]. Although all of these delicately 
different perspectives are fascinating, and for the 
conscientious scholar can provide valuable insight, an in 
depth study of them is not viable in the context of this 
paper. Nor is such an in depth exploration of them 
necessary to galvanize the core of our argument. For the 
most part, an awareness of SCOT, interpretive flexibility, 
the co-evolution of meaning as a product of environment, 
technology, design and users, will suffice.  

With that said, we want to acknowledge there are a number 
of other related concepts we have not discussed in detail, 
including anticipation (‘the sociology of expectations’ 
[3,13]), foresight [64,65] (generating and interpreting future 
policy ideas, for example), and scenario planning [58,67] 
(constructing shared narratives about possible futures). 
There have also been interesting attempts to unify 
psychological approaches such as TAM with other theories 
of acceptance and methods such as user-centered design 
[24]. Although each area of study has its own properties, as 
with the differences between sociological perspectives, for 
the purposes of our argument we can assume that they are 
variations on those we have already introduced. To briefly 
recap, technology exchange explores the dynamics of how 
research, done purely for the sake of knowledge, may be 
transferred to a commercial setting. TAM provides 
managers with tools to reduce the risk of a yet-to-be-
implemented technology system being difficult to use and 
therefore being rejected by users. The range of sociological 
lenses describe, for example, how technologies are shaped 
by users, that designs contain encoded meanings, and that 
technologies are usually adapted and interpreted in order for 
interpretive flexibility to stabilize and the technology to 
become domesticated.  

While all the areas reviewed have individual focal points, a 
single concept that unites all of these endeavors is an 
attempt to understand the what a particular technology’s 
adoption means (albeit with different perspectives on how 
meaning may manifest itself or be relevant). If we return to 
the question ‘should we care about the potential future 
adoption of the interfaces and technologies that we are 
researching?’ then we might extrapolate that each of these 

modes of inquiry indicate reasons why the answer could, in 
circumstances, be yes. Perhaps, ‘yes, because the prototype 
may be commercialized later’. Maybe ‘yes, because we 
want to ensure that the system will be accepted by users’. 
Or, ‘yes, because if people do use this system, it could 
impact upon them, their lives, society in general, and 
perhaps future technologies too’. Finally, we may consider 
‘yes, so as to align with research impact agendas’ (a factor 
that is increasingly relevant). If any of these factors are of 
relevance to HCI research, which is likely the case, then it 
should be clear that adoption is a material concern. 

Before we discuss HCI-specific literature and elaborate on 
why we consider adoption to be particularly relevant to our 
field, we wish to refer to Gartner’s famous ‘hype cycle’ 
concept and diagram. We were somewhat reticent to refer 
to the diagram because despite its familiarity to researchers 
and commercial innovators alike, there is scant empirical 
support for its applicability in any given domain or context 
[37,45]. Despite such potential for criticism we note the 
compelling nature of the diagrams rhetoric in technology 
research and development and thus elected to include it. For 
the purposes of the paper the diagram should be taken as a 
figurative aid for conceptualizing where the various 
concepts discussed sit in relation to each other.  

The hype cycle places technologies on a graph of time (x-
axis) against expectations and/or exposure (y-axis). Starting 
with a technology trigger exposure and expectations grow 
quickly to a ‘peak of inflated expectations’.  

 
Figure 1. Adapted version of hype cycle illustrating where 

different approaches may be relevant, and the gap that 
‘implications for adoption’ intends to bridge. 

This initial hype, quickly, falls away leading into a ‘trough 
of disillusionment’. Exposure and expectations then grow 
again, this time more slowly, up the so-called ‘slope of 
enlightenment’. Finally, the technology stabilizes at the 
‘plateau of productivity’. These phrases provide a temporal 
spectrum upon which the various ideas and concepts 
discussed in this paper can now be mapped. For instance, 
drawing upon ideas introduced thus far, an invocation of 
TAM would almost definitely take place somewhere on the 
left-hand side of the diagram (which we have labelled the 
‘hype zone’). TAM is employed here in an attempt to make 



 

 

the route to the right-hand side of the diagram (which we 
have labelled the ‘reflective zone’) as flat as possible, 
avoiding peaks and troughs. TAM and similar approaches, 
act on the left, in order to tame the right. Conversely, if we 
think about SCOT, interpretive flexibility, domestication, 
and the other sociological perspectives discussed, the 
studies that inform these views may take place at any point 
on the diagram, but the point at which technologies 
stabilize, have reduced interpretive flexibility, and may be 
considered ‘domesticated’, invariably sits them on the 
plateau of productivity. At various junctures in the 
subsequent sections of the paper, our augmented version of 
the hype cycle is referred to. It is not intended to be 
reductive, but rather an efficient vehicle for metaphorically 
unifying the disparate components parts of our argument. 

In the following, we focus on HCI-specific literature, 
discussing ideas including proximate futures, HCI as ‘inter-
discipline’, and the role of user-centered design methods. 
Together these factors develop a robust argument for why 
HCI researchers should carefully consider adoption as part 
of their research endeavors.  

HOW WE LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING ABOUT 
SCIENCE AND LOVE THE PROXIMATE FUTURE 
The “proximate future” referred to in the section header is 
that described by Bell & Dourish, who used the phrase to 
articulate how 25 years of Ubiquitous Comptuing 
(ubicomp) research has invariably framed the technologies 
and concepts being researched as ‘out of reach’ or ‘just 
around the corner’ [5]. This rhetoric was inherited from 
ubicomp’s foundational texts, largely attributed to Mark 
Weiser [78], yet over the intervening 25 years the same 
sentiments persist, despite much of what was contained in 
Weiser’s original vision having already been achieved. One 
critique of ubicomp’s tendency towards the temporal 
extrapolation that Bell & Dourish draw attention to, is that 
future framing in this way appears to encourage researchers 
to shirk responsibility for actually implementing the 
technologies that they help to develop. In ubicomp texts, 
implementation is effectively externalized as “someone 
else’s problem”, inferring that innovation and research 
should exist in its own walled garden, completely away 
from the ‘messiness’ that a vision which accepts the social 
construction of technological adoption in everyday life 
would necessitate. Arguably, in doing so, this trope of 
ubicomp research texts devalues the research itself, by 
unnecessarily segregating the knowledge production 
endeavor from a lived reality [5]. Another way to consider, 
what we argue is the inherently proximately futuristic 
quality of HCI, can be found by peering into HCI’s alleged 
‘big hole’. 

The so-called big hole was exposed by Liu et al through a 
bibliometric analysis of 20 years of CHI publications [50]. 
Their findings conclude, based a co-word analysis [16], that 
researchers contributing to CHI pursue relatively short-
lived and diverse technical trends as opposed to focusing on 

a small number of core themes and studying them over a 
longer period of time (what the authors call ‘motor 
themes’). One of the authors, Kostakos, reflects critically 
on the analysis and makes the observation that in the HCI 
field, researchers do “not systematically get behind a small 
number of topics to advance them sufficiently into the 
mainstream” and that we “simply roll from topic to topic, 
year after year, without developing any of them 
substantially” [41]. If we refer back to the hype cycle and 
try and place this type of HCI research on it, the 
“bandwagon” themes that Liu et al and Kostakos are 
referring to align very much with what we termed the ‘hype 
zone’. According to the co-word analysis very few HCI 
research programs stick with a theme until the associated 
technology has been domesticated, instead they jump from 
emerging technology to emerging technology without 
considering the products of their research on a continued 
journey towards the ‘plateau of productivity’. Kostakos 
describes this as a “very worrying prospect for a scientific 
community” [41], but that sentiment can also be cast in a 
less negative light. In the subsequent paragraphs we take an 
alternate view on what kind of discipline HCI actually is, 
consider how that disciplinary status relates to HCI’s 
‘motor’, and ask what the motor’s relationship to the 
proximate future is. 

Blackwell suggests that if we consider HCI an ‘inter-
discipline’ then the tendency to not settle on motor themes 
is actually a definitional feature [8]. In Blackwell’s view the 
lack of a ‘stable core’ in HCI is not a concern at all, but 
rather is an inevitability for a field that pulls influences 
from, and contributes to, an array of other disciplines. He 
states that, as opposed to other more traditional areas of 
academic inquiry, HCI’s purpose should not be to maintain 
a steady mass of knowledge, but to act as a catalyst for 
innovation. The use of the adjective ‘motor’ to describe the 
themes that Liu et al identified as missing in HCI, is no 
accident, but the ‘motor’ is of course metaphorical. As with 
an automobile, the motor is what provides power and drive 
to move things forward. Blackwell argues that the 
metaphorical motor of HCI is in fact present. He says the 
lack of stable long term themes, which in other disciplines 
(e.g. medicine or psychology) and motor, is not relevant to 
HCI in the same way. Hence, we would expect Liu et al’s 
search for these ‘motor themes’ to be fruitless (and perhaps 
the search was misplaced in the first place). Reeves’ 
reflection on the ‘big hole’ dissects the same argument 
eloquently, surmising that in order to posit the big hole’s 
existence, some bold assumptions are frequently made 
about HCI’s disciplinarity; the very concept of HCI as a 
‘discipline’ is problematic in the first place; and these 
problems are deepened by considering HCI a scientific 
discipline [62]. Reeves’ perspective seems in agreement 
with Blackwell’s.  

If we consider HCI an inter-discipline, the ‘motor’ of HCI 
is the desire to innovate and to forge new ground. In 
particular forging new ground in the space between various 



 

 

facets of innovation including technical, engineering, 
human, and social aspects. From this perspective, then, 
arguably the ‘proximate future’ is actually a key component 
in what defines HCI. While ubicomp always intended to 
look at what was lurking over the horizon of the near future, 
for HCI-as-inter-discipline it is an implicit and definitional 
feature. By following these new trends HCI acts as a 
catalyst and driver of innovation. Returning to our adapted 
hype cycle, we can place the work of many HCI researchers 
on the left hand side of the diagram, researching and 
working with technologies that are very new and have 
limited exposure. Whether you subscribe to Kostakos’ 
assertion that researchers ‘roll from topic to topic, year after 
year’, or if you prefer to see this positioning in terms of 
Blackwell’s inter-discipline innovation motor, or if you see 
a consonance between Bell & Dourish’s observations of 
ubicomp and HCI’s futurity, all of these views place much 
of the work emerging from our field towards the left hand 
side of our adapted hype cycle. 

If this proximate quality is central to the endeavor of HCI 
research, as it seems to be, then we suggest heeding Bell & 
Dourish’s warnings about these perpetually-arriving 
proximate futures is actually crucial. Rather than using the 
inevitable messiness that occurs when the technologies we 
research interact with the realities of everyday life as an 
excuse to avoid thinking about adoption, we should use it as 
a strong motivator for considering adoption. Unifying 
concerns about the proximate future, worries about HCI 
researchers’ tendency to jump to the ‘next big thing’, and 
connecting them with the notion of HCI as inter-discipline, 
is the overarching theme cementing together this paper’s 
premis. Describing this in terms of our modified hype 
cycle, the purpose of this paper’s thesis is to provide 
researchers with an efficacious means to bridge the gap 
between hype zone and reflective zone by leveraging 
‘implications for adoption’. Although its foundation is now 
established, in the following paragraphs we introduce a 
series of resonant perspectives to buttress and brace our 
argument with addition HCI-centric perspectives.  

In their paper introducing the notion of ‘research products’ 
Odom et al observe that “a growing portion of the HCI 
community has moved beyond designing for efficient use to 
investigating complex matters of human-technology 
relations that often involve messy, intimate, and contested 
aspects of everyday life”. This sentiment immediately 
resonates with our modified hype cycle, ‘designing for 
efficiency’ which they refer to has synergy with usability 
studies that take place while technologies are in the hype 
zone, meanwhile the ‘complex matters of human-
technology relations’ emerge with respect to technologies 
which have taken some steps towards domestication. Their 
argument continues: when adopting an artifact-based design 
response to the ‘messy, intimate, and contested’ questions 
that the HCI community is increasingly interested in 
considering, it is useful to frame the interactions people 
have with research artifacts “predicated on what it is as 

opposed to what it might become” [56]. By this they mean 
that research products are presented as ‘finished’ articles, as 
opposed to being defined by the inherent contingency 
imported by referring to the research artifacts as 
‘prototypes’. Research products, though, are not defined 
solely by reframing the artifact as ‘final’. Another definitive 
factor is that they are installed in ‘real’ environments (such 
as research participants’ homes) as opposed to being 
confined to laboratory contexts. Despite this, the properties 
of what delineates a research product from a research 
prototype are very subtle, and could likely be disputed. 
However, for the purposes of this paper, these definitional 
nuances of research products are inconsequential. Rather, 
our motivation to refer to this work lies in the reasons why 
research products seem useful: because they look beyond 
usability studies of prototypical implementations and work 
towards simulating situated proximate futures (incidentally 
projects falling under the banner ‘research in the wild’ have 
similar motivations and methods [20]). As the authors point 
out the motivation for moving towards understanding 
situated phenomena stems from HCI’s increasing interest in 
the intricate, entangled, and intimate messiness of 
individual and societal relationships with technology. If we 
relate this to our core argument, then the proximate futures 
which are so common in HCI research are increasingly 
about people and technology together, about how people 
use technology,  and about how technology is adapted by 
people. Research products attempt to provide a means for 
researchers to shift their focus from the hype zone, and into 
the reflective zone, where technologies are beginning to 
become domesticated. 

Arriving at findings that resonate with the motivation 
behind research products, Greenberg & Buxton critique 
how empirical usability evaluations became a status quo in 
HCI research. They emphatically make the case that user-
centered design (UCD) techniques, specifically usability 
evaluations, have major and significant role to play for 
HCI. Their full position is more critical though, they argue 
that we should be aware that non-empirical methods 
alongside empirical ones may help to deliver findings that 
are more representative of reality, depending on 
circumstance. While the assert that usability testing is often 
the best method available to understand a new system or 
interface, they qualify this saying that it applies ‘in many 
cases, but not all cases’. They suggest that combining a 
variety of methods “will likely help triangulate and enrich 
the discussion of a systems validity”. The bottom line in 
their critique of usability evaluations is that they “may 
incorrectly suggest a design’s scientific worthiness rather 
than offer a meaningful critique of how it would be adopted 
and used in everyday practice”. Finally, as well as 
misrepresenting the complexity of how technologies 
become situated outside of research and development 
contexts, it is also noted that usability studies can actually 
stifle innovation by ‘muting’ concepts that do not conform 
to established norms and ‘quashing’ radical new designs 



 

 

that rely on immature technologies [34]. In his article on 
‘activity centered design’ Don Norman, perhaps one of the 
most famous proponents of UCD, comes to similar 
conclusions, suggesting that while UCD can help develop 
good products it can also make “improvements to bad ones” 
[54]. Elaborating on the same idea, Norman and Verganti 
discuss how “meaning change” can be a key driver to take 
more radical designs out of the hands of early adopters, and 
into the mainstream [55]. Mapping these thoughts to our 
adapted hype cycle, we suggest that UCD, and incremental 
design improvements may help a specific technology to 
flourish within the realm of the hype zone, however to 
branch out and beyond, ‘meaning change’ can be 
engendered by considering implications for adoption. 

Greenberg & Buxton, Norman, and Odom et al are all 
observing the unavoidable mess of ‘doing stuff in the 
world’. When technologies encounter people, and people 
interact with the technologies in real environments, then a 
Pandora’s box of possibility is opened. Strategies for how 
to contain and harness the contents of that box are not 
straightforward to locate, and less so to utilize. Norman’s 
notes on activity centered design include the observation 
that people adapt to technology just as much as technology 
adapts to people, if this is the case, how do we account for 
it in our designs? He points out that UCD does not have all 
of the answers. Odom et al respond to the quagmire of 
complexity by crafting artifacts, and placing those artifacts 
into the world, usually around people. Through close 
observation of both the design process and the 
domestication process that the artifacts and people go 
through, they discern deeper insights about the interplay 
between technology and users. Greenberg & Buxton’s 
contribution is framed as a warning against blindly 
assuming a usability evaluation is the right thing to do in all 
circumstances, but also includes a number of practical steps 
to avoid the pitfalls they identified. They suggest paying 
attention to ‘getting the right design before getting the 
design right’ by sufficient use of what they call ‘sketching’. 
They also advocate for using a range of design-led research 
methods alongside empirical methods [34].  

For these perspectives to make sense in the broader scheme 
of the CHI community  while we must allow our field to 
covet and pursue “appropriate rigour” we should not get 
hung up on what is or is not “scientific” [63]. What is more, 
the rigor our community is able to deliver, as per Liu et al’s 
analysis and Kostakos’ subsequent critique, almost 
certainly does not sit within the ‘big hole’ that they called 
‘quadrant 1’ (stable,  mainstream, motor themes) [41,50]. 
Instead the rigor that we can collectively draw upon, and 
that strengthens HCI’s kernel, requires the use of 
appropriate methods for appropriate tasks [34], must 
appreciate that our field is a catalyst for innovation, is only 
defined by its relationships to other fields [8,62], and that 
HCI, for better or worse, has an intrinsic relationship with 
the proximate future [5]. Concluding his response to Liu et 
al, Blackwell says “HCI is not about static knowledge, but 

ways of deploying and engaging with knowledge in a 
technological setting” [8]. Our thesis is about strengthening 
HCI’s design discourse by demonstrating why and how to 
explore the potential future adoption of the emerging 
technologies that are the subject of HCI research. In our 
concluding section we describe our proposal for 
formalizing one way in which design fiction can be applied 
in HCI research in order to generate ‘implications for 
adoption’. 

IMPLEMENTING IMPLICATIONS FOR ADOPTION 
The title of our paper makes reference to ‘Implications for 
Design’, a trope in HCI research papers which makes 
particularly regular appearances in research based upon 
ethnographic fieldwork. In short, implications for design 
sections try to surmise the findings of field studies into 
easy-to-interpret, and perhaps generalizable, findings that 
other researchers (and/or designers) can utilize and build 
upon. How researchers, interpretations of ethnographic 
methods, and review processes, inform the inclusion, 
production, and relevance of implications for design 
continues to be a contested space [21,25,41,66] – and is not 
an area that this paper intends to encroach upon in any 
significant way. However, there is commonality between 
our proposal and discussions related to implications for 
design. The common ground, and why we saw fit to title 
this work ‘implications for adoption’, is that implications 
for design sections attempt to package insights, which are 
invariably complex and nuanced (or based upon work that 
is), into a relatively palatable and succinct delivery 
mechanism. Consonantly, our call is for packaging 
speculations about the potential future adoption of a 
currently emerging technology into a relatively digestible 
and concise delivery mechanism. Perhaps emphasizing this 
common ground further, the ethnographically informed 
studies which often result in implications for design are 
imbued with a ‘situated’  [21,75] quality that, as will be 
discussed below, we believe implications for adoption 
should be too (insofar as speculations ever can be situated). 

In the following paragraphs, we discuss how researchers 
might create and incorporate implications for adoption into 
HCI research, however our proposals are intended to be 
suggestive rather than prescriptive in order to avoid the 
pitfalls of what Dourish referred to as “genre conventions” 
[25]. Although we are at pains to make it clear our position 
is not reductive or dogmatic – i.e. there are undoubtedly 
other ways to appreciate implications for adoption – 
because it appears to be exceptionally well aligned with our 
conception of implication for adoption, we pay special 
attention to design fiction. 

Aligning with Design Fiction 
The concept of design fiction, originally a term coined by 
the writer Bruce Sterling [73] but significantly further 
developed by designer and researcher Julian Bleecker [9], is 
a method of speculative design which focuses on building 
fictional worlds [in press]. Design fictions contain users, 



 

 

environments, and technologies. The technologies they 
contain may often be ‘real’ insofar as they exist in some 
early or prototypical form in the present, however they are 
‘fictional’ in the way they are diegetically [cf. 35] presented 
in a fabricated future. Although the HCI corpus includes 
magical [22,30], ironic [11] and humorous [15,39] design 
fictions, frequently they are built around speculations which 
attempt to trace plausible trajectories [4]. Among this class 
of plausible design fiction, building fictional worlds using 
familiar media and using those media to describe mundane 
use cases in everyday situations [48], has historically 
demonstrated design fiction’s propensity for effectively 
suspending disbelief [19]. By suspending disbelief in this 
way design fiction opens a potential to deeply consider the 
potential implications of an emerging technology. 

Our proposal is to utilize design fiction for implementing 
implications for adoption, however that suggestion should 
not be taken without acknowledging a broader discussion 
which includes caveats and appreciates alternatives. For 
example, we note that design fiction has been applied 
broadly in HCI for many other purposes, including to 
generate ideas [52], prototype interactions [35,74], question 
solutionist tendencies [12,30,42], scrutinize research 
agendas [39,49], and to encapsulate or communicate 
research findings [12,43]. As diverse as the purposes for 
which they are created, design fictions are not media 
specific, and have appropriated a variety media and 
presentation formats, for example video [53,79], text 
[10,15,30], and illustration [43,74]. Design fictions worlds, 
therefore, can be built using virtually any media artifact or 
combinations thereof. It is important to remember that these 
two diversity attributes of design fiction mean although we 
do feel design fiction may be employed as a useful tool for 
exploring implications for adoption, given the diversity of 
practice, of course not all design fictions will necessarily be 
so well matched. Put differently, just because some human-
computer interfaces are good for inputting text, does not 
mean that all interfaces good for inputting text..  

It is also worth noting that across the huge gamut of 
techniques employed by HCI researchers (particularly 
design led approaches to reflexivity and futures) there are 
numerous similar-but-related practices which collectively 
include some of the same attributes as design fiction. These 
include approaches such as scenarios [81], research 
products [56], conceptual design proposals [33], critical 
design [27], counter-functional design [59], reflective 
design [69] and propositional objects [77]. Whilst these 
approaches have merits when considering how to 
implement implications for adoption, design fiction is, in 
fact, uniquely positioned. Design fiction can leverage world 
building to create plausible, mundane, and speculative 
futures, within which today’s emerging technologies may 
be prototyped as if they are domesticated and situated – two 
properties with direct relevance to implications for 
adoption. However, for clarity, we must stress that as with 
all design fiction, the speculations are not intended to be 

predictions or premonitions. Rather, provocations to serve 
as lenses to focus the plurality of multiple possible futures 
that are before us, such that they can be better critiqued 
from the present [cf. ,18,28]. 

This general discussion about design fiction is intended to 
demonstrate how elements of the practice are naturally 
aligned to the needs of implications for adoption. 
Specifically, design fictions depict emerging or nascent 
technological concepts [e.g. 26,41,45,70]. Design fiction 
allows these concepts to be prototyped as if they have 
become domesticated. Resonant with HCI’s increasing 
refocusing on human-technology relationships, design 
fictions represent situated assemblages of environments, 
users and technologies. These factors demonstrate how 
design fiction can be an effective bridge from the left-hand 
side of our adapted hype cycle to the right-hand side. Using 
design fiction, ‘technology triggers’ can be explored as if 
they are already on the ‘plateau of productivity’ and this 
can be done in such a way that the technological 
sensibilities of sociological lenses for understanding future 
technology (such as SCOT) can be meaningfully 
represented. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to 
include an original demonstration, in the following we refer 
to examples of design fiction which include speculations 
congruent with our characterization thus far. 

In PeriodShare Søndergaard and Hansen created a design 
fiction world utilizing several elements (physical prototype, 
crowd funding campaign, a petition for future users, and a 
performative intervention) that explores a future where 
wearable technologies facilitate the collection, sharing, and 
monetization of data pertaining to menstruation. The 
technology required to facilitate sharing and monetization 
of menstruation data is contemporarily available (indeed 
several apps already collect this kind of data, although the 
presence or lack of a monetization aspect is unclear). The 
use of design fiction creates a broader and self-consistent 
world within which menstruation, through its monetization, 
is more desirable (by implication, ‘than it is today’) and 
acts as a vehicle to explore the domestication of that 
technology. Unfortunately, as the authors acknowledge, 
“PeriodShare opens up a space for discussions that are 
deeper and wider than initially explored in this note” [71]. 
Perhaps as a limitation of publishing conventions that their 
note was restricted to, Søndergaard and Hansen’s work 
does not, in isolation, complete the leap from the left to the 
right-hand side of the hype diagram. Communicating the 
depth of a given design fiction’s world, within the confines 
of a research paper (or even a section of a research paper) is 
likely a substantive challenge in using design fiction to 
implement implications for adoption. 

In making the case for creating design fictions as ‘fictional 
papers’ [48] Lindley and Coulton’s refer to Game of 
Drones [47]. Game of Drones explores the practicalities of 
a drone-based civic enforcement system. As well as 
touching upon the usability of such as a system, the authors 



 

 

claim it also intends to provoke considerations related to 
“wider societal and ethical issues of technological futures in 
which drones might be widely adopted” [47]. Their use of 
the word ‘adopted’ suggests that their intention was to 
explore the ‘implications for adoption’ of the technology 
concept in question. By inventing the details of a user trial 
to study how drone-enabled civic enforcement could work, 
Lindley and Coulton’s design fiction goes further towards 
concretely stimulating implications for adoption than, for 
instance, PeriodShare. With that said, it seems implausible 
to suggest that researchers should be expected to create 
fictional papers to go alongside ‘real’ research papers: the 
burden of additional work would be impractical. A possible 
antidote to this burden would be to utilize the design fiction 
trope that inspired the fictional paper approach; ‘imaginary 
abstracts’ [10]. As with fictional papers, imaginary 
abstracts pastiche and imitate their factual counterparts. 
Creating imaginary abstracts which hint at the implications 
of future adoption within the context of a research project, 
is a much more digestible proposition than creating a full 
fictional paper. However, as has been previously pointed 
out, with imaginary abstracts what is gained in accessibility 
is lost in potential depth when compared to fictional papers 
[48].  

A raft of other design fictions feature compelling 
provocations which showcase ways in which researchers 
can move towards implications for adoption. A small 
selection of these are included here to provide the reader 
with a wider body of work to consider what implications for 
adoption may become. Uninvited Guests showcases one 
possible domestication of health monitoring devices, 
specifically focusing on the ways in which the user 
circumvents the devices’ intended uses [76]. A Toaster for 
Life utilizes 3D modeling and product design techniques to 
unpack the nuances of a modular and connected toaster. In 
doing so Stead explores the broader implications for 
adoption vis-à-vis internet of things devices, suggesting 
uptake of these domestic connected devices may pivot 
around making elements of them recyclable, modular, and 
trackable [72]. Sans Duty explores a ‘transparent tax zone’, 
including a Tinder-style app which allows citizens to ‘swipe 
right’ to show how they would like to see their tax 
contributions spent. Among others, adoption implications 
that the project conveys include the exclusion of citizens 
without smartphones and an increase in selfishness 
resulting from the electronic ‘participatory budgeting’ 
system, such as the one depicted [26]. Edwards et al used a 
collaborative and iterative writing process to produce a 
series of design fictions which build from contemporary 
beekeeping practices and folklore, and in doing so 
exploring the implications of monetized-bee populations 
and micro-drone technologies [29]. In part what the 
diversity of approaches and domains shows us, is that there 
is no specific formular describing how to use design fiction 
to probe the significance of a technology’s future adoption. 

So far, in our discussion relating to implementing 
implications for adoption, we have advocated for design 
fiction as a well-suited approach. This is rooted in a natural 
alignment between the needs of implications for adoption, 
and some of the commonly-leveraged attributes of design 
fiction. In addition to that core argument it may be worth 
noting that while attention for design fiction in the context 
of HCI research has grown significantly in recent years, 
there is arguably a lack of consensus around the precise 
coordinates of what its role ‘should’ be. In aligning our 
characterization of implications for adoption with design 
fiction perhaps we concretize one possible use of design 
fiction and therefore contribute, in a small way, to 
disambiguating design fiction’s role for HCI. However, 
implementing implications for adoption using design fiction 
is certainly not straightforward, an observation supported 
by those examples we have drawn upon. Although the 
examples show how design fiction touches upon the right-
hand side of our adapted hype cycle, and therefore the 
space which this paper’s thesis aims to address, they 
conspicuously don’t fit in to any kind of convention which 
we may appropriate as present as method for ‘doing’ 
implications for adoption. Unfortunately, a more profound 
inquiry into the details of how design fiction may be used to 
implement implications for adoption is beyond this paper’s 
scope. In the following we will further unpack the 
practicalities of implementing implications for adoption, 
with a view to supporting and informing future research in 
this area. 

DISCUSSION 
We would like to repeat that, despite forwarding design 
fiction as a potential response to our call to incorporate 
implications for adoption into HCI research projects, our 
position is certainly not intended to be domineering or 
remissive with respect to other possible approaches. Put 
differently, the ‘need’ laid out in the first two sections of 
this paper stands independently from any possible solutions, 
and we commend any potentially workable responses to the 
argument. Each of the alternate approaches listed 
previously (including scenarios, research products, 
conceptual design proposals, critical design, etc) have merit 
and we encourage researchers to consider these as possible 
responses. With that said design fiction does appear to have 
attributes that are worthy and fitting with respect to what is 
needed to meaningfully consider implications for adoption. 
Refining and testing possible ways formats for 
incorporating implications for adoption into research 
projects is an area that would benefit from further inquiry. 

As per our references to Liu et al [50] and Blackwell  [7,8] 
earlier, the HCI field is inherently interdisciplinary and 
diverse. The range of research conducted in the field that is 
published as part of CHI (as well as related conferences 
such as CSCW and DIS) is remarkably broad. With that 
breadth in mind it should come as no surprise although we 
posit that implications for adoption are a missing, but 
important part, of HCI research practice, that position is not 



 

 

a universal one encompassing the entire field. We not wish 
to suggest that all HCI research must consider some 
implications for adoption to be good research. To narrow 
down the categories of research we think implications for 
adoption could be particularly relevant to is a problem that 
would benefit from experimentation (from researchers 
working in varied areas) and additional investigation. 
However, despite being a question that deserves deeper 
discussion, as a starting point we suggest that any research 
that can be placed on the left of the hype cycle (i.e. that is 
or may become a ‘technology trigger’), should arguably 
consider the implication of that research or technology’s 
future adoption. As such research projects aligning to this 
category should be mindful of this paper’s thesis. 

The final question we wish to explore in this discussion is, 
what do implications for adoption ‘look’ like? For those 
scholars who are keen to embrace the argument in this 
paper, and are appreciative of our endorsement of design 
fiction; how should they proceed to implement implications 
for adoption in their next publication? Further, given their 
potential dangers, how could or indeed should, a ‘genre 
convention’ [cf. 25] around implications for adoption be 
established? In short, we feel that to develop nuanced 
answers to these questions, a practical exploration of the 
ideas we have presented is necessary. The argument we 
present is an ideological one, but comes packaged with the 
addition of some practical signposting towards design 
fiction as a suitable method. However, as with Odom et al’s 
description of research products [56], our position is not 
intended to be reductive or prescriptive but hopes to open 
the concept for further development. In his critique of 
implications for design Kostakos writes “these are 
extremely polished pieces of text that do a wonderful job of 
not providing any reusable data, theory, or tools, yet 
manage to convince us that the implications are important” 
[41]. This sentiment is, perhaps, the most succinct 
explication of what researchers recognizing the importance 
of implications for adoption should aim to achieve.  

CONCLUSION 
This paper’s aim is threefold. First, we reviewed a variety 
of literature describing different ways of considering what 
we refer to as technological adoption. In doing so we 
highlighted a space which researchers may leverage in 
order to contextualize the potential implications of the 
technologies they research when (or if) they eventually 
become adopted. Second, we referred to a range of HCI-
centric literature in order to build an argument for why 
considering adoption in this way is not only relevant to our 
community, but is arguably essential in order to galvanize 
the field’s substance as a driver of innovation. These 
introductory contributions lay the rhetorical foundation for 
implications for adoption. With the case established, the 
third and contribution the paper offers proposes design 
fiction as a fitting response to the need, and discusses the 
challenges and opportunities of implementing implications 
for adoption. In this paper we argue that by considering 

‘implications for adoption’ HCI researchers may be better 
equipped to design, critique, and contribute to the 
proximate future which our community both creates, and 
thrives in. 
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